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Agenda

• Current seasonal climate conditions 
update

• A little on snow
• Soils and drought update
• Seasonal Forecast info (are we done with 

snow?)
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Climate divisions defined by Dr. Klaus Wolter of 
NOAA's Climate Diagnostic Center in Boulder, CO
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Northern Colorado Snow



CoCoRaHS Snowfall Reports 4/13/2020



CoCoRaHS Snowfall Reports 4/16/2020



Snowfall by Month for Front Range Cities



Reservoir and Soils Update

























Worsening 
Conditions in SE 
CO



Seasonal Outlook
The wet 
season is 
mostly over for 
the high 
country. We 
now wait to 
see how 
temperatures 
impact 
demand

The wet 
season is just 
beginning for 
the eastern 
plains. Next 
six weeks are 
critical



Current Sea Surface 
Temperature Pattern

• Warm signal 
in Central 
Pacific 
continues to 
erode 

• Neutral 
conditions 
likely for 
summer 

• Slight 
chance of 
diving into La 
Niña this fall





May Forecast

A tilt towards above average moisture is quite promising for NE CO 
as May marks the beginning of the wet season



CPC May-July Outlook

• Our 30-year climate normal are getting long in the teeth given our unstable 
climate

• The most important factor in these summer forecasts is trend signal:noise ratio



June-August Outlook Influenced Heavily by 
Trends



2020 Percent of Normal Peak Snowpack



Colorado Basin River Forecast Center Season Water 
Supply Forecasts

CBRFC favors 
streamflow 
reductions based 
on dry fall soils



CPC Drought Outlook



The Near-Term Looks Nice!





Takeaways
• North Central Colorado has benefitted from some wonderful snow 

and moisture over the past month. If only we could share the wealth. 
SE CO has been bombarded by wind, but not moisture

• While southern Colorado snowpack did peak near normal, due to 
antecedent conditions, it’s not enough for a normal runoff year

• Our summers are getting hotter. The current seasonal forecast is a 
reflection of this

• The Front Range is in great shape to start the warm season. The 
hope for 2020 is temperatures stay low enough in Western CO to 
avoid a big consumptive use season, and heat stress to forests, and 
that spring precipitation is normal-to-above normal for eastern CO

• At present, drought concerns are highest for the southern portion of 
the state



Colorado Climate Center
Thanks, and let’s keep in touch!

Peter Goble – peter.goble@colostate.edu
Russ Schumacher – russ.Schumacher@colostate.edu
Becky Bolinger – becky.bolinger@colostate.edu
Zach Schwalbe – zach.Schwalbe@colostate.edu
 
Viewing this, and previous WATF Briefings: 
http://climate.colostate.edu/ccc_archive.html
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